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Industry DVD for the Building Trades Representing
Lapeer, Genesee, Shiawassee Counties
The Flint PMC and UA 370 partnered with Michigan
NECA and IBEW 948 to produce a DVD outlining
the benefits of hiring local contractors employing
skilled workers. After viewing this DVD once, the
viewer is fully informed about the advantages a
skilled unionized workforce brings to every jobsite.
It outlines the dedication, skill, training and safety benchmarks a union construction workforce provides, getting jobs done on time and on budget. This
project entailed a DVD and Brochure Marketing piece for the Building Trades
representing the tri-counties (Lapeer, Genesee, Shiawassee).
The DVD was presented at a public policy workshop on responsible contracting policies.

Doug Wyrwicki Completes Service to MPMCA

The Flint PMC congratulates Doug Wyrwicki as he completes his last year of service to the Michigan Plumbing
and Mechanical Contractors Association Board of Directors. Doug worked diligently to bring exceptional
educational programs to the membership as President
of MPMCA.
Doug continues to serve the Flint Association as a liaison to Habitat for Humanity. He was the long-time
Chairman of the PMC’s Negotiating Committee, and
served as the Management Co-Chairman on the Joint
PMC/UA 370 Labor Management Committee. He also continues to serve on
Flint PMC’s Board of Directors.
We applaud Doug for his efforts on behalf of the MPMCA and the total plumbing and mechanical industry.
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Habitat for Humanity
The Flint PMC membership continues to be actively involved in Habitat for
Humanity. This year we are sponsoring a number of houses where the PMC
pays for the materials to do the mechanical work at homes. UA 370 members
donate the time to do the installation. In addition to our members donating
money and materials for the projects, they also donate the contractors’ trucks
and tools for the installations.

Scholarship Program Awards
The Scholarship Program for the children of UA 370 members and contractors
continues to be a very successful endeavor. It has been in existence since
1988. The number of scholarships varies from year to year. All applicants must
be a son or daughter of a member of UA 370 and/or of a contractor (owner).
Children of deceased or retired persons are eligible if the parent was one of
the above at the time of their death or retirement. The program is an excellent way to support those individuals that we hope will have an interest in
making the plumbing & mechanical industry a career.
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